Spelling Challenge

How did the praying mantis uncover the caterpillar's secret plans? She bugged his phone.

For each question below choose the word that is spelled correctly and matches the clue provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the question number.

1. How you get on an airplane.
   A. board   B. boord   C. boarh   D. boarde
   A

2. You'll never forget how to ride this.
   A. bikycle   B. bicycel   C. bicycle   D. bicycal
   C

3. Travel a long way in a short time in the air.
   A. plana   B. plane   C. plune   D. plan
   B

4. A nice way to travel from city to city.
   A. traine   B. traen   C. tran   D. train
   D

5. Harley Davidson is the most famous kind.
   A. motercycle   B. motorcycle   C. motorcycme   D. motorcycel
   B

6. A ___________ train is always on time.
   A. reliabble   B. relieble   C. reliabel   D. reliable
   D

7. Too many people in one place.
   A. crowdede   B. crowded   C. croded   D. crowdd
   B

8. Driving too fast is very _________.
   A. dangerouse   B. dangirous   C. dangeros   D. dangerous
   D

9. If you miss the bus, you'll be _________.
   A. late   B. lave   C. leat   D. lat
   A

10. The seat was too small, so I wasn't ____________.
    A. komfortable   B. confortable   C. comhortable   D. comfortable
    D